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Krylov subspace methods

Some general concepts

Iteratively (i.e. step-by-step) improve an approximate solution xi of the linear
system Ax = b where A ∈ Mn×n, with ri = b − Axi and

xi ∈ x0 +Ki (A, r0) = x0 + span{r0,Ar0,A
2r0, . . . ,A

i−1r0}.

I minimize error measure (e.g. ri )
over Krylov subspace Ki (A, r0)

I Krylov subspace methods:

Conjugate Gradients (CG),
Lanczos, GMRES, MinRES,
BiCG, BiCGStab, CGLS, ...

I Preconditioners:

• Multigrid methods
• Domain decomposition
• Incomplete factorization
• Physics based preconditioners
• ...

I usually in combination with sparse
linear algebra/stencil application

I Every algorithm is comprised of
three algorithmic building blocks:

i. axpy
• vector addition and scaling

• O(n) flops

ii. matvec (SpMV)
• matrix-vector product

• O(nnz) flops

iii. dot-product
• inner product between vectors

• O(n) flops
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Algorithms for supercomputers

What is communication?

What do we mean by parallel computers “communicating”?
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Algorithms for supercomputers

Communication is hard for computers

Laptop NERSC Cori
(Your desk, Home, BE) (LBNL Lab, CA, US)

1 processor 10,000 procs
axpy 10 s. 0.001 s.

matvec 100 s. 0.01 s.
dot-prod 10 s. 130 s.

total 120 s. 130 s.

Communication is much more time consuming than computations, so reducing
time spent communicating is essential for High Performance Computing (HPC)

⇒ Communication avoiding / Communication hiding methods
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Krylov subspace methods

Conjugate Gradients (CG)

Hestenes & Stiefel (1952)

i. dot-products
I 2 global reductions: latency dominated
I time scales as log2(#partitions)

ii. SpMV
I computationally expensive
I good scaling (minor communication)

iii. axpy’s
I vector operations (recurrences)
I perfect scaling (no communication)

Essentially sequential operations (line-per-line execution)
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Krylov subspace methods

Parallel performance of CG

Strong scaling experiments - PETSc 3.6.3/3.7.6 library - MPICH 3.1.3/3.3a2

Maximum no. processors = 240
Per node: Two 6-core Intel Xeon X5660 Nehalem
2.80 GHz - 2D Poisson (5pt) - 1 million unknowns

Maximum # processors = 1,792
Per node: Two 14-core Intel E5-2680v4 Broadwell
2.40 GHz - 3D Ice Sheet Flow - 2.25 million FE

Cornelis et al. (2018)
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Krylov subspace methods

Pipelined Conjugate Gradients

Mathematically equivalent to CG, but geared towards reducing communication.

Ghysels & Vanroose (2014)

i. Communication avoiding:
dot-products grouped in one global
communication phase per iteration

ii. Communication hiding:
overlap global communication with
matvec computation
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Krylov subspace methods

Parallel performance of classic CG

Strong scaling experiments - PETSc 3.6.3/3.7.6 library - MPICH 3.1.3/3.3a2

Maximum # processors = 240
Per node: Two 6-core Intel Xeon X5660 Nehalem
2.80 GHz - 2D Poisson (5pt) - 1 million unknowns

Maximum # processors = 1,792
Per node: Two 14-core Intel E5-2680v4 Broadwell
2.40 GHz - 3D Ice Sheet Flow - 2.25 million FE

Cornelis et al. (2018)
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Takeaway messages

Why you should know about communication

• Building blocks: Mathematical algorithms consist of three basic operations:

axpy matvec dot-product

• Communication: Dot-products require global communication between all
processors on a parallel machine.

• Problem: While parallel computations are easy (cheap to compute),
communication is hard (time-consuming) on supercomputers.
Communication thus forms a major bottleneck for parallel performance.

• Solution: Avoiding/hiding communication can be achieved by intelligently
re-designing existing algorithms (e.g. Krylov subspace methods).

• Outcome: Drastically improved performance can be achieved by reducing
the impact of communication.
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Want to know more?

Contact & publications

) siegfried.cools@uantwerp.be
+ https://www.uantwerpen.be/en/staff/siegfried-cools

) jeffrey.cornelis@uantwerp.be
+ https://www.uantwerpen.be/en/staff/jeffrey-cornelis

) wim.vanroose@uantwerp.be
+ https://www.uantwerpen.be/en/staff/wim-vanroose
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